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Important Upcoming Dates & Times...
Thursday, March 21: NO SCHOOL! Happy Purim!
Friday, March 22: Late start at 9:00 am, Shushan Purim Carnival
Classes end at 1:30 pm NO BUS
Enrichment classes until 2:15 pm
Sunday, March 24: Sunday morning program 8:45 am-12:15 pm
Monday, March 25: Matzo Orders due to office!
Thursday, March 28: Mishmar

Thank you for supporting
Torah Academy!

Friday, March 29: Classes end at 1:30 pm NO BUS
Enrichment classes until 2:15 pm
April 1-5: NO BUS SERVICE! Plan ahead!
2800 Joppa Avenue South · St. Louis Park, MN 55416
Telephone [952] 920-6630 · Fax [952] 922-7844 · office@torahacademymn.org
A partner agency with the Minneapolis Jewish Federation

during school

Minyan for 5th-8th grade boys at 9:00 a.m.
Davening for all other classes is also at 9:00 a.m.

Wear your regular school uniform!
Prices: $8 for 1st grade and up
$5 for Pre-K & Kindergarten
$30 Family maximum

Send in money in an envelope with your name on it
to your morah or rebbe by Monday morning, March 18

Unlimited Carnival Booths
Inflatable Obstacle Course
Cotton Candy
Balloon artist
NOTE: The Torah Tot classes will be having
their own SEPARATE carnival!
 CHOC. CHIPS IN MARSHMALLOW FLUFF  FACE PAINTING 

CLAW

 COTTON CANDY  LOLLIPOP TREE  COIN TOSS BOOTH  3 IN 1 INFLATABLE BOOTH  PING PONG 

Purim Carnival
Friday, March 22

 PENNIES IN FISH TANK  HOOP TOSS BASKETBALL/FOOTBALL/BASEBALL  PENNIES IN JAR 

BALL TOSS  FACE PAINT  NERF GUN  INFLATABLE OBSTACLE COURSE
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A Torah Thought from Rabbi Idstein...
This Thursday, we will observe the holiday of
Purim. The scope of this short Dvar Torah precludes
any lengthy discourse into the holiday’s inner
meaning and significance. However, I will take a
snapshot in time from the story of the Megillah and
share its current relevancy. Mordechai, the tzaddik,
and Haman, the wicked, meet. Mordechai, seated in
sackcloth, is fasting and praying for the salvation of
his people. Haman arrogantly approaches him with
ridicule and disdain for his failure to pay homage
and honor to him. Ponder this. What would you say
if one were to whisper to you at that moment that in
but 24 hours’ time, Haman, the second most powerful
man in the empire, will be hanging on a gallows, and
Mordechai, the Jew in tatters with a death sentence
over his head, will tomorrow replace him in privilege
and prominence? You would surely say that that the
individual is delusional. Yet, that is exactly what
transpired. The impossible became possible; the
bizarre became reality. In HaShem’s world order, such
radical, inconceivable transitions and transformations
are not only simply done, they appear seamlessly
natural.
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The narrative we read is called Megillas Esther.
Its literal meaning is “The revelation of the hidden.”
The inspiration of Purim is to discern, amidst a veil,
HaShem’s providencial hand in all that transpires.
Fast forward. Who would have imagined 7 years
ago such a deep global recession? Who would have
imagined the terrorism and the large numbers of
pointless murders? Who would have imagined the
hurricanes and other natural disasters that shatter the
lives of so many? Only in hindsight do we connect the
dots to that which seemed so impossible to imagine
in advance. The Megillah is our window into G-d’s
world with which we are to comprehend, understand,
and observe HaShem’s veiled presence in all that
transpires.
Have a freilichen Purim and a wonderful
Shabbos!

Rabbi Idstein, Menahel

Mr. Cleary’s Corner
On Tuesday, I was fortunate enough to be invited
to read a Dr. Seuss book to one of our kindergarten
classes. As I interacted with these wonderful children,
I was struck by the poem, “All I Really Need to Know
I Learned in Kindergarten” by Robert Fulghum. I will
highlight some of the learned behaviors that I hope
they keep forever!
“Don’t hit people. Put things back where you
found them. Clean up your own mess. Don’t take
things that aren’t yours. Say you’re sorry when you
hurt somebody. Wash your hands before you eat.”
My own children missed these valuable lessons in
kindergarten, but I know that our students are learning
these essential behaviors!
“Live a balanced life – learn some and think some
and draw and paint and sing and dance and play and
work every day some.” Oh how they love to draw
and paint and play and work! As parents, I hope we
are able to encourage our children to find and keep a
healthy balance of work and play.

“The Golden Rule and love and basic sanitation.”
If there are three things I’d want our kindergarteners
to master that aren’t in the standards, it’s these three!
Do to no one what you yourself dislike, love your
neighbor as yourself, and pick up! Our teachers love
and they teach love. They also teach basic sanitation.
Wash your hands, cover your mouth, and clean up if
you make a mess.
I’m so glad our kindergarten students are learning
these life lessons! I hope they abide by what they are
learning for the rest of their lives... and maybe the
rest of us can use a reminder of what we learned in
kindergarten. (Judging by my office, I know I can!).

Mr. Cleary, General Studies Principal
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Mazel Tov to Mr. and Mrs. Guy and Karina Cassuto on their wedding in Israel. May they be
zocheh to build a bayis ne’eman b’Yisroel.
We apologize if we inadvertently omitted your simcha or the details are wrong!
To share news with the editor please call 952-285-8603 or email office@torahacademymn.org

Od Yosef Chai Tally...
Our students have raised $9036.14 as of 1:45 pm on Wednesday!

The Torah Tots, Pre-K, and Kindergarten students and
teachers would like to thank Mrs. Hadassah Perez for
baking hamentashen with them!

You can sponsor Rosh Chodesh treats for the month of Nisan
in honor of a simcha or
Now for
in memory of a loved one for a
teachers, too!
sponsorship fee of $36.
Contact the Torah Academy Parents Connection Group
at parentsoftamn@gmail.com.
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Classroom close-up
Rabbi Lichtman~6B Judaic Studies
“Zugt di Ribono Shel Olam!” “Osiyos Machkimos!” “Use your finger!”
These are some of the introductions the sixth graders get as they begin learning each day.
Gemara is the main focus this year, and we spend the biggest chunk of morning together learning it. As this
is their first full year learning Gemara, we focus on making sure the boys get used to the unfamiliar style and
language. We consistently review how, after the Tannaim wrote the Mishnayos in a succinct way, the Amoraim
expounded and explained their words in greater detail. The Gemara doesn’t come punctuated, so we spend
some time adding the necessary commas, periods, etc. so it becomes easier to read. In addition, the literal
translation of many of the Gemara words doesn’t suffice, and we discuss where we need to fill in the gaps in
order to properly understand the Gemara’s intent. Another important part of Gemara learning is understanding
the “Shakla v’Tarya”, or give-and-take, of discussions in the Gemara. The method we introduced this year is an
interesting type of worksheet. Our aspiring Talmidei Chachamim receive a sheet which explains the steps of
the Gemara. The only catch is that it’s not completely filled out. Each paragraph has blanks to fill in, as well as
multiple choice answers to be circled along the way. This has the boys reading and rereading the explanation of
the Gemara, until they are confident that their choices were correct. We also have the boys review in class from
the actual text. After learning and translating a new piece of Gemara a number of times, a timer is put up on the
board, and the boys have time to practice reading as many times as they can before time runs out. Sometimes,
we even have boys saying the Gemara by heart by the time we’re done! And one thing they know they’ll hear
every time—“Use your voice!”
Parshas Beshalach continues the story of Yetzias Mitzrayim, as we join our ancestors on their sojourn in the
Midbar. Every posuk comes along with sheets to help the boys identify shorashim and write down the translation
of words that are more difficult. We then turn to the Chumash, with everyone getting a chance to read, translate,
give the answers to follow up questions, or all three! The boys are always eager to participate and are becoming
more and more proficient at understanding pesukim on their own. When presented with a difficult word, many of
them immediately turn to Onkelos and Rashi for help. There’s a real “Kol Torah” as we then translate the entire
posuk as a class!
Halacha in sixth grade revolves around Hilchos Teffilin, and preparing the boys for their Bar Mitzva. We
learn about how Teffilin are made, different types of Teffilin, and we even had a Sofer, Rabbi Heinemann from
Cleveland, talk to the boys about some of his experiences. The boys are all looking forward to our “hands-on”
demonstration of the proper way to put on Teffilin. Of course, when a Yom Tov comes around, we take a break
to study the relevant Halachos, so that we may be prepared for that specific Yom Tov.
Although some of the boys prefer to call it Tehillim, Kriah practice is an important part of our day. As the
boys settle in from recess, they take out their Sifrei Tehillim and read a perek, or a number of pesukim, all
together. Once again, they will hear the repeated instruction, “Use your voice!” After they have a chance to
practice, each boy reads a posuk out loud. This gives me a more accurate “reading” of where the boys are
holding and what areas might need attention.
Shmuel Alef has been a real treat for the boys this year. We learned how the Teffila of a broken woman
helped her merit a son who brought the Jewish Nation closer to HaShem. Shmuel Hanavi also appointed Shaul
Hamelech as the first king over Klal Yisroel and we learned how great of an anav Shaul was. Although we
generally reserve the study of Navi for Sundays, I usually get a request to learn it a few days during the week.
New this year is our bi-weekly session with Rabbi Idstein! Project DERECH has the boys entertained,
excited, and involved in learning the Halachos and concepts of showing the proper respect to all those around
us. We always enjoy reviewing with the worksheets and stories that come up during the week.
Every day comes with its opportunities to learn and grow. Stop by our classroom and see how the sixth
graders are doing such a wonderful job!
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The Sixth Grade Boys went to this year’s Midwest Siyum Mishnayos!

The View from the Classroom
Torah Tot Two Year Olds
I hope everyone had a chance to watch their child’s
Purim puppet show! How nice it was to see everyone on
Purim in their costumes. What fun we had at our Purim
Carnival!
Get you cleaning gloves ready as we dive into Pesach
cleaning next week!
Gut Shabbos!
Mrs. B. Weinberg & Mrs. Rotkin
Torah Tot Three Year Olds
What fun we have had getting ready for Purim!
Between the songs, puppet shows, costumes, dressing up
days, and our projects, we learned the basics of the story
and we could barely contain our excitement. A big thank
you to Mrs. Perez for helping us bake hamentaschen and to
Mrs. Delmoor and our regular Moros for holding down the
fort while Morah Channah was out of town.
Mrs. Fishman, Mrs. Lynn, & Mrs. Chodos
Freilichin Shushan Purim to one and all! We enjoyed
seeing all of our smiley faces over Purim! We were so
prepared and ready for this amazing day! We hope you all
enjoyed!
Have a great Shabbos,
Mrs. Goldberger, Mrs. Heisler, & Miss B. Weinberg
Pre-Kindergarten
Wow! What a week!

 Baking Hamantashen!
 Purim!
 Shushan Purim Carnival!

Pesach, here we come! Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Mrs. Heisler & Miss Weiswasser
We celebrated the official start of spring! We went for a
walk to observe what has been changing in our schoolyard.
Mrs. Wenner

Kindergarten
The Kindergarten students are ready to roll… in to
Purim! Megillos were illustrated, groggers were created (to
be noisy), songs have been sung, Megillah details and the
four mitzvos have been reviewed, hamantaschen have been
baked…. Yes! The children are ready and VERY excited for
the big day!
Best wishes to all the Torah Academy families for a
freilichin Purim!!
Mrs. C.R. Weinberg & Mrs. Borenstein
Kindergarten baked hamentaschen this week. Thank
you to Mrs. Hadassah Perez for helping us! We will put
them in bags to be part of the mishloach manos each child
will give to their parents! We read a book called The Purim
Surprise and, in conjunction with that story, we made our
own hamentaschen plates.
continued on page 8

בס“ד

A Shabbos dedicated to learning and spending Shabbos
with Rebbeim and classmates.
Learning Sessions


After Kabalos Shabbos (30 minutes)



Before Shacharis (30 minutes)



After Davening (30 minutes)



Shabbos afternoon (45
minutes)



Before Mincha (45 minutes)



Shalosh Seudos (15 minutes)

Scheduled for
שבת פרשת שמיני
March 30th

Sponsorships
Two Options-Pick one or both.
Option 1. Sponsor a learning session in memory or in honor of an individual
(these can be announced before learning sessions, by request)
15 minute session—$25; 30 minute session—$40; 45 minute session—$54

Option 2. Sponsor 15 minute increments for your favorite 8th grader(s)
Option 1.
Sponsor Name________________________ Student’s name__________________________
Sponsor learning session(s)_____________________________________ Total$___________
In memory/honor of___________________________________________________________
Option 2.
Sponsor per 15 min. increment: $___________/15 min. increment.
A project of the eighth grade fundraising

Shabbos sponsorship

     

Total$_______
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Rabbi Idstein’s Inspirational Morning Quotes!
•
•
•
•

Nobody can go back and make a brand new start – Everyone can start new and make a brand
new ending!
In case you fell down yesterday – stand up today!
A smile is a curve that sets everything straight!
What’s black and white and read all over? The Megillah!

It was fun for the girls to dress up like Queen Esther
and for the boys to dress up like the King (they even had
a beard and mustache!) Each child also has their special
grogger and their own megillah and they are ready for
Purim!!
A freilichin Purim!!
Mrs. Smith & Mrs. Bodner
Congratulations to the Kindergartners on completing
the first big section of our reading program, Meet the
Superkids! We have grown a lot as we have learned the
fundamentals of reading. With 14 new “friends,” we can’t
wait to read more and more.
Ms. Haase, Ms. Kittleson, Miss H. Weinberg, & Miss
H. Prero
First Grade
First grade spent the majority of the week learning all
about Purim! They loved listening to the story and drawing
their own characters. We were able to squeeze in some
Chumash learning and Kesiva (writing) this week too!
Have a good Shabbos,
Mrs. Herron & Miss E.M. Heisler
This week, in Superkids the first graders practiced
reading and spelling words with “aw” and “all” patterns.
They also worked on writing contractions and answering
comprehension questions. In math, we began working on
addition facts through 18.
Mrs. Singer & Ms. Kittleson
Second Grade
Wow! Wow! Wow! The Purim play was fabulous!
(See pictures) Each of you did an amazing job B”H! Our
envelopes for Purim were quite stuffed! We hope you
enjoy looking at all our packets, sheets, etc. as much as we
enjoyed working on them!
Keep up the great work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
50, 45, 40! Who knows what those numbers mean?
Why did Avrohom Avinu try these numbers to save Sedom?
The second graders will surely know! We’ve also run out
of room on our shorashim bulletin board! Wow! The boys
also had a cute Purim shtick as began our song one day this
week.
Have a freilichen Purim and a wonderful Shabbos!
Rabbi Lichtman & Rabbi Pam
This week, in Superkids the second graders worked on
reading and spelling words with the “open syllable vowel
pattern.” They read a fascinating article about King Tut’s

tomb. In math, we began the unit on counting money.
Mrs. Singer
Third Grade
We are really excited about our Megillos and can’t wait
to use them on Purim with the graggers that we made…. I
guess this means Pesach is coming, as we will I”YH begin
working on our Haggados next week! (What happened to
the extra Adar?)
Have a wonderful Shabbos!!!
Mrs. Prero
This week we were extra busy trying to finish up the
Megilah before Purim! Baruch Hashem, we made it just in
time! The third graders had an opportunity this week to get
a real tour of modern day Shushan. Not sure how? Ask a
third grader.
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
This week, the third graders began learning about
fractions in math. They have a nice basic understanding of
the concept, courtesy of Mrs. Singer and SuccessMaker.
Now we are reviewing what they know, strengthening the
vocabulary involved, and exploring equivalent fractions,
fractions on a number line, and fractions of sets.
Mrs. Halek
Fourth Grade
We finished our grammar unit with learning about
contractions with “not,” and students are enjoying making
their “newscast” presentations for our social studies chapter.
continued on page 9

Dr. Thorne facilitated a yummy observance of
Pi Day in her math classes with a treat from
Byerlys’ kosher bakery.
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Congratulations to every girl for making their A.R. goal!
Ms. Blair
The girls did a great job on their fractions quiz! We will
be continuing our study of fractions by learning how to add
and subtract them.
Mrs. Wenner
How many state capitals can you name? The 4th grade
boys have started learning the state capitals; take a minute
to quiz them!
Mrs. Hechtman
We enjoyed learning about Purim, drawing a summary
of the war Yehoshua fought against Yericho, plus learning
Chumash and Ivrit. Happy Purim!
Mrs. Idstein
Fifth Grade
Ask your son, what we are counting up to? ;-)
A gut Shabbos!
Rabbi Mandelbaum
What a week it’s been - and I don’t just mean school!
Yet despite all the Purim spirit, the Fifth Grade still
managed to learn about Cartesian planes and Order of
Operations, finish their foldables on how the government
works, find out about the vitamins and minerals essential
to health, continue those Revolutionary War letters, and
continue to discover what’s been happening to the People of
Ember. Not to mention a clever Purim Riddle, and a Reada-thon to help us relax and use up some of those Purim
goodies! It was great to see the girls and give them their
“worlds”! Have a wonderful Shabbos.
Mrs. Gross
Mazel Tov to the fifth grade boys for ALL PASSING
their AR goals!
Mrs. Karako
Sixth Grade
Kita Vav is getting into Purim on all fronts: a deeper
look into the Megillah, halachos of Purim, and hashkafa
lessons about the power-packed day (and shtick too). Why
is this Yom Tov named Purim? That seems so RANDOM!
Ask us and find out!
Mrs. Botnick
Step siblings, half siblings—what are they? We also
learned the best kept secret: 2-step formula for how to
stay out of trouble. (Or shall we say, get out of trouble?)
We started our next project for the upcoming Bas Mitzva
Program... Family Trees! What a great opportunity to learn
about our roots!
Keep up the great work!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
See our Classroom Close-Up!
Rabbi Lichtman
Everyone enjoyed eating pie on Pi Day last week!
Dr. Thorne
Students were able to share their fantasy stories with
classmates, and it was so great to see their final stories.
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We learned more about the mass immigration/migration
to Minnesota in the late 1800s, and we brushed up on our
knowledge of the three branches of government.
Ms. Blair
The boys are hard at work with a complicated
engineering project that requires them to keep a budget. We
are also preparing for our motion unit quiz, which will be
given after we finish this project. Study guides were handed
out in class.
The girls learned how to take their speed data and
graph it.
Mrs. Wenner
Seventh Grade
We took our final Purim Membership test and did
great!! Job well done girls!
Wishing everyone a Freilichen Purim!
Mrs. Engelson
We’ve been writing away in our Haggados, earning
matzah tickets, and trying to rest our hand in between .
What does karpas spell backwards? What do we learn? The
Purim carnival was a most enjoyable way to end off the
week! Thanks to the 8th grade and all the parent volunteers
who helped out!
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
Miss Mandelbaum
continued on page 13

Our eighth grade girls went to the Minnesota State
Capitol on Tuesday morning to observe a hearing of
the state Senate Taxes Committee about the proposed
Opportunity Scholarship Legislation (SF 1872) to
increase scholarships for low to middle-income
students to attend the school of their choice.

The Kolenu Parsha Page – Shushan Purim Edition
Mysterious Megillah Misconceptions
(True/False/Maybe Quiz)

BS”D

1) The date of Ta’anis Esther is the date of one of the days of the three-day fast of
Esther.
2) Haman and his sons were killed on the same day.
3) Haman’s sons were killed by being hanged.
4) It took over three weeks from the time of Haman’s lottery until Haman was
killed.
5) The Megillah clearly states that Vashti was killed.
6) Haman’s drawing of his lottery took place in Adar.
7) Mordechai HaYehudi was Esther HaMalka’s uncle.
8) Chronologically, the miracle of Purim came after the miracle of
Chanukah.
9) Based upon the Megillah, there was never a time that fasting was
permitted on Pesach.
10) The letter that the Jews were allowed to defend themselves was sent as soon as
Mordechai HaYehudi became Prime Minister.
11) From the beginning of the Megillah to the end, there was a period of 3 years.
If you answered True or Maybe to any of the above, please utilize this Shushan Purim
for a fresh review of the Megillah.
12) Grammatical Addendum –
Was Haman hung or hanged?
Were Haman’s sons hung or hanged?

A Freilichen Purim to all!
-

The Editor 😊😊

Clarifications of Answers to Our Megillah Quiz

1) According to Rashi, Esther HaMalka’s fast was on the 14th, 15th, and 16th of Nissan. The
Alshich says it was on the 13th, 14th, and 15th of Nissan. Ta’anis Esther is on the 13th of Adar,
commemorating our fasting on the day of the battle against our enemies.

2) Haman was killed on the 16th or 17th of Nissan. His sons were killed on the 13th of Adar.
3) Haman’s sons were killed and then hung (see Rashi) to put fear into the hearts of our enemies.
4) There were only 3-plus days from Haman’s lottery until he was hanged.
5) Chazal tell us that Vashti was killed. The Megillah does not state this clearly.
6) Haman’s lottery took place in Nissan.
7) Mordechai HaYehudi was Esther HaMalka’s cousin.
8) Chronologically, Purim came before Chanukah. Purim occurred at the end of the Babylonian Exile. Chanukah
happened during the Second Temple.
9) One or two of the 3 days of Esther’s fast was/were during Pesach.
10) The letter that the Jews could defend themselves was sent over two months after Mordechai HaYehudi became
Prime Minister. This was done so the same messengers would bring both letters.
11) There were about ten years from the start of the Megillah until its end.

12) Inanimate objects (e.g. coats, pictures) are hung. The same is true when a person is suspended posthumously.

When a live person is suspended by the neck with a rope or cord, he is hanged. Therefore, Haman’s sons were hung

and Haman was hanged.

😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊 😊😊
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SUNDAY, MARCH 24
6:45 PM
TORAH ACADEMY

2800 JOPPA AVE S

Do you ever wonder about
quality of life versus the value of life,
how to best honor the deceased
and what happens after we die?
You will come away from this talk by the
National Association of Chevra Kadisha with
greater depth of understanding for yourself
on these critical issues as well as clarity
to share with others.

Lo

WITH RABBI ELCHONON ZOHN

Director Of The Chevra Kadisha
Of The Vaad Harabonim Of Queens
Founder And President Of NASCK

F O R M O R E I N F O C O N TA C T G I T I F R E D M A N
9 5 2 . 4 8 4 . 5 1 9 1 | GITIFREDMAN@AISH.COM

Outside Programs not sponsored by Torah Academy
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Eighth Grade
We enjoyed our trip to the legislative hearing to
debate private school funding . We also enjoyed baking
hamantaschen together. Happ Purim!
Mrs. Idstein
Thank you to all the fathers and grandfathers who
joined us in class on Sunday morning. We learned about
the “sugya” of mishloach manos, and matanos l’evyonim.
In Makos, we continue to discuss many laws about the arei
miklat.
Have a great Shabbos!
Rabbi Friedler
MS Geography & History
Seventh grade American History students are gearing
up for the third trimester by digging into the Progressive
Era. We will be discussing the social issues that were
affecting the United States in the early 1900s. Some of
the topics that will be discussed are women’s rights, food
safety, big business, and government changes.
Eighth grade Global Studies completed the second
trimester with map building exercises on India. They
created maps of India exploring politics, landscapes, water
features, and resources. They will be displayed throughout
the school and in the classroom. With the last trimester
upon us, we will start with China and Japan. We will be
using several primary and secondary sources in this unit to
better grasp the rich history of these areas and to discuss the
complex relationship with the United States.
Mrs. Amundson
MS Language Arts
Seventh graders are working on their informative essay
about a family member or family tradition. Thank you for
helping answer their interview questions. The 8th grade
finished their class novels this week. I am so proud of the
great, high-level discussions I heard during their literature
circles.
Mrs. Hechtman
MS Science
This week in science, the 7th and 8th graders took
their interactive science test—and did very well! The girls
watched a video about the science of bubbles (and how
“bubble physics” helps drive many areas of physics). The
boys worked on detailed drawing. We will be starting our
rocks and minerals unit after Purim!
Happy Purim!
Mrs. Lang

Pre-K is ready to ride into Purim!
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Pre-Purim Father-Son Learning
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Torah Academy Matzah Orders 5779 – 2019

To order Matzah for Pesach 5779, please complete the form below
and return it to the Torah Academy Store.

Matzah orders must be received by March 25.
Please return the form to:

Torah Academy Store

2800 Joppa Ave. S., St. Louis Park, MN 55416
Please do NOT submit payment with order.
Payment will be collected when you pick up your Matzah.

Orders can be faxed to [952] 922-7844

SHOTZER 1 pound
Hand Shmura Matzah
SHOTZER 1 pound
Whole Wheat Hand Shmura Matzah
cRc Chicago 1 pound
Hand Shmura Matzah

Price
$29.50

Quantity

$29.50

Orders due
Monday,
March 25!

$16.00

All below are GLICKS products:
Machine Shmura Matzah 1 pound
Machine Shmura Matzah Meal 1 lb.
Machine Shmura Cake Meal 1 lb.
Machine (18 min.) Matzah 1 lb.
not Shmura
Machine (18 min.) Matzah Meal 1 lb.
not Shmura
Machine (18 min.) Cake Meal 1 lb.
not Shmura

$12.55
$11.25
$11.25
$9.50
$9.50
$9.50

NOTE: Some product available from previous year at a
saving--check in the bookstore if you are interested.

Name_____________________________

Note: There are
approximately 7-8 hand
matzahs in a box. We
can’t guarantee that all
matzahs or any matzahs
will be whole in a given
box.

Address___________________________________________

City, State, Zip_______________________________________
Phone_____________________________

Please do NOT submit payment with order. Payment will be collected when you pick up your Matzah.

Matzah orders must be received by Monday, March 25
Have a Happy and Kosher Pesach

